
Press conference on PM, Nat Press Club East Room 11/14/75 1W 11/15/75 
There was no time to prepare any written statement ()the- than a short press 

relaac that an assortrent of college sySdents distributed for no ( making fine impres-
sions depite long hair.),I had been uneasy bout the cos* and felt that despite the 
chameed attitudes there might net be a good attendance. I asked Steve barker (London 
Telegrpah bureay chief to make the arrangment, he decided that the fairlt large East 
room, which has its on very large bar and much more space than we could have used, 
would be required. They out in 40 chairs and had to ad more, so Steve's judgement was 
good and if there is no single story thex $75.00 was well spent. 

No TV, which was not unexpected since I specified onle straight-news coverage 
would be permitted and no specials or eaeazine specials. Mutual radio covered and tnere were about a half dozen other radio coverages from the tape recorders on tel tables alone. 

AP,UPI, l'oadtou Times, Telegraph, 1)ialy :sail and a number of foreign palers 
unknown to ma were repreceted and the biggest surprise of all, '1 ohn Lindsay, of eews-
week, about whom more. 

After a brief introduction in which I explained my purpose, to maee it poceible 
for the press to fill its functioe of informing the people oy informing the (mess (in-
cluding that because there would be no books on commercial sale and they were not about to tell people hoe to write no to order copies/ there would be no freebeea) I said that 
this book differened from others, including mine in tnat I had undertaken a massive 
investigation over a ten-year period of the essential evidence of a homicide, oursued 
it bu out of the ordinary means, obtained what I regard as unpreeedented evidence and to this had adJed suppressed evidence bearing on intent and wittingnesa. I than went into the medical and ballistics evidence with this new evidence, chielfly the medical and of that mostly eurkley's. I said, after the presentation, that no matter how one 
might seek to explain away evidence of this nature the official character could not be 
questioned, there remained a question I hiped they would agree with, what kind of way 
was thin to run an investigation, especially on such a subject, and how could one 
have any dependence on an investigation that began as and continued as a non-investi-
gation? Some of you way have been police reporters, I asked. Did you ever hear of a case 
in which the death certificate was not in evidence-even available? I flashed new pictures, new documents, and offered copies (no takers except from 10 who bought the book). 

It lasted at least an hour and a half in which no person left. The college pilot* 
people present (total of 5) claimed I blew their minds eo no words remained. I think 
otherwie] but I do take it as unusual tha there was no single nasty quoation when I stopped for questions. Lindsay, who had cone up to me and been friendly prior to the 
beginning, asked the usual motive question, how could so eany remain so silent for so long. I made a mistake in not doing as I always have in the past, by saying I deal with 

fact, this is the uncontested fact, and others would have to explain what is in their minds. Instead I decided to give a longer explanation that would have been a definitive answer. I read from the 1/22 traescript and started to read from the 1/11 oreenization of the work when ?red Emory, eondon Times bureau chief said"Tou haven't really answered john's 
question. " Bore Leaer interjected that what anyone might have in his mind can be argued but sets of facts like these can't be, they sneak from thoeaelves, after which I continued 
with the longer explanation. 

What is perhaps most surprising ,lesar taped, I didn't) is the glowing, exceptional 
tribute Lindsay ?aid me, unsolioitedly and contrary to what he has been writing behind 
my back. He began by saying that I had done an exceptional investigation, that for 11 
years I had been doing chat they, the major media should have been doing, and something 
to the enact that they were all ie my debt for it. 

I draw no conclusions on cove,  age. (Star, Pest not present.) I do note a different major-media (print) attitude and I think in time we will also note a delay in the CBS TV peociale. ABC's is so meaningless I'd be surprised of it dod not go on last night. I 
know it was echuedlued and did not stay up. The day tired me. (We again had a little party for the young people and they and we enjoyed it much.) They also were thrillod at my 
getting them into the press club for lunch. 


